
 
Aledo Independent School District 

GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  Aledo High School 

Grade Level  Juniors 

Week of  5/4/20 
*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight 

 

(SUBJECT AREA) 

Estimated Time to Complete: 2 hours 
Resources Needed: 
 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

Practice for AP Lang exam, passage analysis within a text, communicative skills with peers 
regarding a text. 
 
 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

1. Read chapters 4-6 of Just Mercy then in Google Classroom (find the topic) post comments 
regarding plot, structure, details, or narrative strategies found in these chapters.  You must 
have at least one original comment and at least two responses to your peers’ comments to 
receive all points possible for this task.  You must have three separate entries. DO NOT do 
this all in one post. 

 
2. Watch the video breakdown for the Lincoln essay.  I will go over key points that should have 

been discussed and have strong examples of intros, conclusions, and analysis from 
students to share with you.  

 
3. Complete a timed writing practice found in Google Classroom for the St. Joan prompt. 

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

Go to Google Classroom and open up the tab labeled Just Mercy Chapters 4-6.  You must have 
at least one original comment and at least two responses to your peers’ comments to receive all 
points possible for this task.  This task is worth 20 points. 

Complete a timed writing found in Google Classroom.  Submit it as a doc. Attached to the 
assigned prompt.  This task is worth 80 points. 

 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 



 
Aledo Independent School District 

Live review sessions provided by College Board (found on youtube) 
Khan Academy online for SAT practice 

Review of the previous week’s prompts provided by Mrs. Rinehart in Google Classroom 
 
 

 
 
 
 


